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Abstract Effective encoding and indexing of audiovisual documents are two key aspects
for enhancing the multimedia user experience. In this paper we propose the embedding of
low-level content descriptors into a scalable video-coding bitstream by jointly optimizing
encoding and indexing performance. This approach provides a new type of bitstream where
part of the information is used for both content encoding and content description, allowing
the so called “Midstream Content Access”. To support this concept, a novel technique based
on the appropriate combination of Vector Quantization and Scalable Video Coding has been
developed and evaluated. More specifically, the key-pictures of each video Group Of Pic-
tures (GOP) are encoded at a first draft level by using a suitable visual-codebook, while the
residual errors are encoded using a conventional approach. The same visual-codebook is
also used to encode all the key-pictures of a video shot, where boundaries are dynamically
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2estimated. In this way, the visual-codebook is freely available as an efficient visual descrip-
tor of the considered video shot. Moreover, since a new visual-codebook is introduced every
time a new shot is detected, also an implicit temporal segmentation is provided.
1 Introduction
The efficient encoding and indexing of audiovisual sequences are both important aspects for
improving the usability and capability of modern multimedia systems. Traditionally, content
coding and content indexing have been mainly studied as separate problems. At our best
knowledge, the only relevant joint approach is described in the part of the MPEG-4 standard
dealing with media object. Anyway its application is limited to synthetic content due to
the difficulties of automatically and precisely identify foreground/background audiovisual
objects and their relationship. Traditional image and video coding approaches address the
problem of Rate-Distortion (RD) optimization, trying to obtain the maximum quality (in
terms of SNR) at a given bit-rate. An evolution of these coding schemes tries to obtain the
scalability of the coded bitstream without affecting the coding performance, in terms of
RD [21], [23], [2]. Scalable Image Coding (SC) methods, such as for example JPEG2000
(JP2K) [22], generate a bitstream with the possibility of extracting decodable sub-streams
corresponding to a scaled version, i.e., with a lower spatial resolution and/or a lower quality,
of the original image. Moreover, this is achieved providing coding performance comparable
with those of single point coding methods and requiring a very low sub-stream extraction
complexity, actually comparable with read and write operations.
Beside, the main objective of content based analysis is to extract indexes, at different
semantic level, which can be used for filling the semantic gap between the user expectance
and the actual results provided by fast content browsing and content retrieval applications.
3In this context, particular attention is given to the extraction of low-level descriptors of the
considered audio-visual information [10], [6], [11], which, for example, can be used in query
by example operation or as a base for building higher level semantic descriptors [3].
Low-level descriptors can be extracted “ad hoc” from the considered signal, indepen-
dently from the adopted coding scheme, which requires therefore additional computation or,
more efficiently, they can be calculated form the intermediate data representation available
during the encoding process, as described in [13]. Usually the effectiveness of the low-level
descriptors is evaluated in terms of retrieval capabilities, measured by estimating the Recall
and Precision (RP) indicators which can also be used as objective function in the optimal de-
sign of descriptors and the associated metrics. The coded content and its descriptions can be
packaged in a unique stream by using standard tools such as, for example, those provided by
ISO MPEG-21 [5] or by SMPTE Material eXchange Format [19]. Besides providing inter-
operability, the above tools ensure a consistent link between the content and its description.
To jointly consider the problem of content coding and content analysis, i.e., to produce
a unique compressed stream embedding the content and description information, could pro-
vide anyway additional advantages, namely:
– Descriptors are freely and immediately available to the decoder and there is no need to
reprocess the content to extract them.
– The content and its description are in the same data flow which avoid the need to use
additional tools such as for example MPEG-21 [5] to create a consistent link between
the content and its description.
– The total rate, compressed bitstream plus description, should decrease, by removing
possible information redundancies.
The concepts underlying this problem have been formulated in a seminal paper by R.W.
Picard [15] by including in the overall coding objectives also the “Content access work” (in
4the cited paper, the so called “Fourth criterion”) added to the three classic criterion, “Bit-
rate”, “Distortion”, “Computational cost”. This basic idea was then further developed in
[9], where an image codec providing an easy access to the spatial image content was pro-
posed and evaluated. Examples of other developpements of this idea can be found in [18,
16], where an image coding method explicitly designed to ease the task of content access has
been introduced. Specifically, in [16] the proposed coding method uses quite sophisticated
approaches such as Segmentation-Based Image Coding, Vector Quantization, Coloured Pat-
tern Appearance Model, and leads the possibility to access image content descriptors with
reduced computational complexity. In Schaefer et al. [18], the proposed image encoder is
based on CVPIC technique (Color Visual Pattern Image Coding). The data available at the
output of this encoder, for each block in which the image is split, describe the color (in
CIEL*a*b* space) and the planarity or the irregularity (presence of edges, corners, gradi-
ent). Then, the image descriptor is represented by edge map and color map. Starting from
the proposed results, this technique appears to offer good retrieval performance, but it is not
possible to evaluate the performance of encoding. Zhang et al. [24] proposed a compres-
sion method for videos, where from each shot of the video the ”key-objects” are extracted.
They are particular descriptors that can characterize the entire shot, and they are outlined
in terms of color, texture, shape, motion and their life cycle. Similarly to the coding stan-
dard MPEG-4, the metadata extracted for all key-objects are used for building the coded
stream. Authors do not provide any information about system performance in compression
and retrieval work. In [20] a technique for coding collection of images is described. It allows
retrieving of content information working directly inside the coded domain. Each image is
decomposed in a group of objects associated to semantic indexes (like ”tree”, ”house”).
Then, the different areas are split in rectangular blocks that are coded separately, using a
JPEG-like coding method. Hence, the coded stream is made by indexes, by their spatial re-
5lations and by the ”true” compressed content. Other works, such as that presented in [12], try
to reduce the access work needed to generate a content description, by adopting the ”Rough
Indexing” paradigm. Following this approach, low resolution/level descriptors are extracted
requiring only a partial decoding. Following this directions, in [1] the case of scalable joint
data and descriptor encoding of image collections have been considered.
In this paper we propose an extension of the previously described ideas to video se-
quences. The proposed technique is based on the appropriate combination of Vector Quan-
tization (VQ) and wavelet based scalable video coding (SVC). More specifically, the key-
pictures of each video GOP are encoded at a first draft level by using an optimal visual-
codebook, while the residual errors are encoded using a JPEG2000 approach. The same
visual-codebook is also used to encode all the key-pictures of a given video shot where
boundaries are dynamically estimated. In this way, the visual-codebook is freely available
as an efficient visual descriptor of the considered video shot, and also a rough temporal seg-
mentation is implicitly provided. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the con-
cepts of content description and midstream information are highlighted. Section 3 presents
the scalable video coding system, while Section 4 provides its experimental evaluation and
possible uses of the proposed framework. Concluding remarks are given in the final section.
2 Content descriptions and Midstream Information
According to MPEG-7 standard [11], a content description is formed by a set of instan-
tiated Descriptions Schemes (DS) and their associated Descriptors (D). Broadly speaking,
we can say that Descriptors represent metadata extracted from a given content, at different
semantic level, while Description Schemes are used to specify the spatio-temporal and logi-
cal/semantic relationship among Descriptors, and to associate them to the described content.
6Fig. 1 Content Access: a) content description based access; b) midstream based access.
Content descriptions are mainly intended to facilitate the task of content browsing and
retrieval which can be performed following the logical operation chain described in Fig.1.a.
For example, if we want to retrieve all the scenes in a video containing red colors, a query
can be performed through the content description and successively the retrieved content can
be accessed by decoding the corresponding part of the bitstream.
A different scenario is described in Fig.1.b, where the content description is encapsu-
lated in the bitstream, specifically in the midstream. Assuming that the costs of accessing
content description and midstream information are comparable, the previous goal of scene
retrieval can be achieved by searching for a specific content through the midstream informa-
tion. Then, since the midstream is an integral part of the content bitstream, only an additional
partial decoding will be required to fully access the retrieved content, improving therefore
the overall efficiency.
7The midstream construction can be performed, at least in principle, following differ-
ent approaches. Assuming, for example, that a coding method and a content description
are given, an embedding procedure could determine a bilateral correspondence between
description elements and bitstream elements. This operation is clearly difficult, and it is
not guaranteed that a suitable transformation could always be found. While this approach
provides backward compatibility with existing coding methods, it requires a reverse trans-
formation prior decoding, needed to recover the proper compressed bitstream format. A
more convenient approach requires to jointly define both the coding method and the con-
tent descriptors. This is somehow similar to what has been done in the context of MPEG-4
standard concerning the Media Object Based coding part. The main difference is that while
in MPEG-4 the identification of objects in video frames was mainly intended as a way to
improve the compression performance, in the present work the main objective is twofold:
to add a midstream layer containing meaningful content descriptors, and to optimize rate
distortion coding performance.
2.1 Scalable bitstream and content descriptions
The scalable approach to content coding is the natural context to embed also scalable de-
scriptions. In image/video scalable coding, the bitstream is mainly organized into different
layers which fragment the whole content along the scalability axes, as described in Fig.2.a,
where, to simplify the explanation, only spatial and quality scalability have been considered.
The full quality for HD spatial resolution is recovered by decoding only the part labeled with
HD. Adding the enhancement information (Full HD) allows to extract also the higher spa-
tial resolution. If the stream is cut in a specific point, it is also possible to decode the signal
8Fig. 2 a) Spatial and quality scalable bitstream; b) Spatial and quality scalable bitstream and midstream.
at a lower quality. Content Descriptors can be potentially embedded in each layer of the
bitstream producing at least a spatially scalable description. For example, the lower spa-
tial resolution, which corresponds (see Fig.2.b) to a low resolution version of the encoded
content, could embed color and texture information, while the enhancement layers, which
correspond to details information at higher resolution, could embed shape/contour descrip-
tors.
A scalable bitstream with embedded descriptors (midstream) can therefore be scaled by
an extractor operating on the content and/or on the descriptions, as exemplified in Fig. 3.
The scaled bitstream can then be decoded considering the content and/or the description
at the desired resolution. In this work we have considered only low-level descriptors. This
choice was guided by two reasons. First, the semantic level of the information related to
low-level descriptors is closer to that carried out by the conventional compressed bitstream
elements, and therefore it is should be feasible to easily embed them in the bitstream. Sec-
ond, while low-level descriptors can be successfully used to support the generation of high
level semantic descriptions, the latter information is often represented as a textual metadata
(e.g., MPEG-7 events) and then it would be hardly encapsulated in the midstream without
increasing the overall bit-rate. Another relevant aspect to be taken into account is the in-
crease of complexity at the decoder side. When a piece of content is encoded (compressed)
9Fig. 3 Scalable coding and description rationale.
as a descriptor, a certain amount of operations needs to be performed. While this augmented
complexity could not be a big deal at the encoder side, it is relevant for a decoder which
usually has to be designed as simple as possible in order to reduce the amount of needed
resources, including power consumption.
3 Scalable Video Coding and description embedding
As an example of the concepts presented in the previous sections, a scalable video codec
which embeds low-level visual descriptors is hereafter proposed. Although pure Vector
Quantization (VQ) based coding method have been in some way surpassed, in terms of
coding performance, by hybrid coding methods (Motion Compensation with DCT/DWT),
the code-book provided by VQ methods have been recognized as a good low-level descriptor
of visual content [17]. Starting from this consideration, a new hybrid video codec architec-
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ture has been designed which properly combines the use of vector quantization and classic
hybrid video coding.
In conventional video coding, the sequence of frames is initially subdivided into Group
of Pictures (GOP), as shown in Fig. 4. Each key-picture is then independently encoded in
Intra mode, while B and P pictures are encoded by exploiting temporal redundancy. Please
note that hereafter the word key-picture is used to indicate a frame, belonging to the video
sequence, encoded by using only intra mode (I frame), and it does not in general correspond
to the concept of key-frame used in video indexing. Additionally, Fig. 4 specifically refers to
a Hierarchical B-predicted Picture temporal decomposition defined in H.264/MPEG4-AVC
coding standard, which provides dyadic temporal decomposition.
With respect to a conventional video codec, the method proposed in this paper uses a
different approach to key-picture encoding. More specifically, as it can be seen in Fig.5, all
key-pictures belonging to a given visually coherent sequence of GOPs, indicated as video
shot, are encoded by using a vector quantization based predictive scheme, while B frames
of a given GOP are encoded by applying a conventional motion estimation and compensa-
tion method. The coding process starts by considering the first GOP (e.g., GOP1 in Fig. 4)
which also represents the beginning of the first video shot. Its key-picture is selected as a
shot representative key-frame and decomposed into rectangular blocks which are then trans-
formed into visual-vectors and used to build a visual-codebook, by applying the VQ training
procedure described below. The key-frame and all the key-pictures of the GOPs belonging
to the first video shot are then vector quantized by using the previously estimated visual-
codebook, while the residual signals are generated by subtracting the quantized frames form
the corresponding originals, as described in Fig.5. The visual-codebook, the key-pictures
indexes and residuals are then entropy coded and properly placed in the bitstream. The shot
boundary detection is performed by dynamically evaluating the VQ prediction error. When
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Fig. 4 Temporal decomposition. Note: the first GOP of a video sequence is composed only by one I frame.
the vector quantization of a new key-picture (next GOP) produces a reconstruction error
higher than a predefined threshold, the used visual-codebook can not represent anymore the
incoming visual content with sufficient precision. Consequently a shot-cut is declared, and
a new visual-codebook is estimated by using the code-vectors extracted form the new key-
picture, which became the key-frame of the new shot, as training data. It is worth to mention
that the obtained video shots only broadly correspond to single camera record mainly due to
the fact that shot-cut detection is performed only on key-pictures. Nevertheless the detected
boundaries provide a good indication of visually coherent temporal segments.
3.1 Joint optimal visual-codebook design
In the following it is assumed that the Visual Codebook V C(l, k) indicates a set composed
by k code-vectors of l2 elements, where l corresponds to the size of square image blocks.
According to the proposed coding scheme, the visual-codebook is used both to exploit re-
dundancy and, for example, to characterize visual patterns (image blocks) extracted from
the considered video shot. Consequently the selection of the best value of l and k can not
be based only on the evaluation of coding performances but also taking into account content
12
Fig. 5 The proposed video encoder.
characterizzaztion. This goal can be achieved by finding the pair (l¯, k¯) which minimize the
following cost function:
J(l, k) = V Qcost(l, k) + PRcost(l, k) (1)
where V Qcost(l, k) is the cost function associated to the vector quantization process of
the key-picture, and PRcost(l, k) expresses how the codebook V C(l, k) allows for a good
discrimination of the considered shot with respect to those already encoded. The first term
of the function is given by the weighted sum V Qcost(l, k) = αRV C(l,k)+βDV C(l,k) where
RV C(l,k) and DV C(l,k)) are the rate and the distortion associated to the vector quantization
process. The second term of Equation (1) is given by PRcost(l, k) = γ(1 − Prec(l, k))
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where Prec(l, k) is the precision of inter-shot classification, i.e., the percentage of correctly
classified key-pictures with respect to the shots already encoded.
Clearly, the optimization of the cost function J(·, ·) is a computationally intensive task: it
is needed to compute a RD function for several values of (l, k) and it is required to previ-
ously estimate its average behaviors of Precision and Recall by using a ground truth. While
efficient ways to solve this problem are under investigation, (l, k) values can be selected
in order to obtain the best compression or alternatively the best classification Precision (or
alternatively Recall).
3.2 VC based dissimilarity
Traditionally employed for coding purposes [8], visual-codebooks (VC) have been success-
fully proposed in [17] as an effective low-level feature for video indexing. Assuming to
quantize the visual content by using a VC, the dissimilarity between two images and/or
two shots can be estimated by evaluating the distortion introduced if the role of two VCs
is exchanged. More formally, let Ci, i = 1, .., n be an image (or a shot), Ni the number of
visual-vectors (VV) obtained after its decomposition into blocks, and let V Cj be a generic
visual-codebook generated by a vector quantizer. The reconstruction error can then be mea-
sured by evaluating the average distortion DV Cj (Si), defined as:
DV Cj (Si) =
1
Ni
NiX
p=1
‖vvi(p)− vcj(q)‖
2
, (2)
where vcj(q) is the codeword V Cj with the smallest euclidean distance from the visual-
vector vvi(p), i.e.:
q = argmin
z
‖vvi(p)− vcj(z)‖
2
. (3)
Now, given two codebooks V Ch and V Cj , the value:
|DV Ch(Ci)−DV Cj (Ci)| (4)
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can be interpreted as the dissimilarity between the two codebooks, when applied to the same
visual content Ci. A symmetric form, used in [17] to estimate the dissimilarity measure
between different images Ci and Cj can, thus, be defined as:
φ(Ci, Cj) = |DV Cj (Ci)−DV Ci(Ci)|+
+|DV Ci(Cj)−DV Cj (Cj)| (5)
where V Ci and V Cj are in this case the optimal codebooks for the shot Ci and Cj ,
respectively. The smaller φ(.) is, the more similar the images (or shots) are. Note that the
proposed dissimilarity measure is based on the cross-effect of the two codebooks on the two
considered shots. In fact, it may be possible that the majority of blocks of one shot (for ex-
ample Ci), can be very well represented by a subset of the codewords of the codebook V Cj .
Therefore V Cj can represent Ci with a small average distortion, even if the visual-content
of the two shots is only partly similar. On the other hand, it is possible that codebook V Ci
does not lead to a small distortion when applied to Cj . So the cross-effect of codebooks on
the shots can generally reduce the number of wrong classifications.
4 System evaluation
In this section the coding performance, in term of rate-distortion, an example of joint optimal
visual-codebook design and the access content functionalities, provided by the embedded
content midstream are presented and discussed. For all proposed experiments, the algorithm
used to train the vector quantizer is the accelerated k-means extensively described in [7].
This algorithm has been preferred to the split LBG because of its efficiency. Nevertheless
future extension of this work will consider the use of variable VC length. Given the best
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VC, all codewords are arranged in order to represent the VC as an image. Basically this
task is the dual process used to generate the visual-vector set from an input image. The VC
image is then encoded, lossless or lossy, by using JP2K. The compressed bitstream is sent to
the multiplexer, while the decoded version of this signal ( ˆV C) is passed to the next coding
stage as described in Fig. 5. The indexes of vector quantized images are then coded by using
lossless JP2K while the residual images are compressed with lossy JP2K.
4.1 Coding effectiveness
Figure 6 reports the average Rate-Distortion curves, obtained for a video composed by the
concatenation of four coding test sequences, namely, Mobile Calendar, City, Crew and Har-
bor. As it can be seen, the RD values provided by the proposed encoder are lower than that
obtained using the pure JP2K intra coding method but anyway higher than the values given
by the JPEG method. The cause of this loss are the artificial high frequencies introduced by
the blockiness that characterize the quantized image (predictor).
4.2 Coding efficiency and shot-cut detection
In the previous section it has been highlighted how the selection of the most suitable pa-
rameters (l, k) can be performed by minimizing the cost function J(·, ·). Beside content de-
scription provided by the visual-codebook itself, an additional content information is given
by the knowledge of shot boundaries. The shot-cut detection, indirectly performed by the
system, is mainly influenced by the threshold value Th (see Fig. 5). In fact when the normal-
ized difference between the prediction error of the incoming key-picture and the prediction
error of the last encoded key-picture, is greater Th, a shot-cut is declared, and consequently
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Fig. 6 Rate-Distortion curve using JP2K and the proposed VQ based encoding (l = 16 and k = 8).
a new visual-codebook is estimated. To evaluate the impact of this threshold on the system
performance, the proposed method has been used to encode the video test set specified in
TRECVID shot boundary detection task [14]. To this aim, different behaviors have been
analyzed: the shot-cut Precision/Recall curve and the coding efficiency, obtained varying
the threshold Th. As expected, the shot-cut detection performance reported in Fig. 8 are
not comparable with those provided by state-of-the-art algorithms, mainly because the pro-
posed system can not properly detect gradual transitions. Better results have been obtained
for what concerns coding efficiency. As it can be seen in Fig. 7, for a quality higher than
32dB, the threshold value does not substantially affect coding efficiency. This allows the
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selection of Th in order to obtain the desired value of shot-cut Precision or Recall according
to expected temporal segmentation objective.
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Fig. 7 Average Rate-Distortion curves for different values of threshold Th (l = 16 and k = 16).
4.3 Video Browsing
In Fig. 9 it is shown an example of the different levels of quality at which the video shot can
be browsed. The lowest level corresponds to the representation of a shot only by using the
associated visual-codebook. It is interesting to note that this minimal representation gives
a quick idea of the color patterns that characterize the visual content. It is also possible to
visualize a video through the vector quantized version of the first key-picture (second and
third columns in Fig. 9) or in more detailed views according to the available quality layers
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Fig. 8 Average Shot-cut Precision and Recall curve for different values of threshold Th (l = 16 and k = 16).
in the compressed bitstream.
4.4 Video Shot clustering
Beyond coding and fast browsing, the VC can be used to efficiently cluster video shots
having similar visual content according to the measure presented in Section 3.2. The results,
obtained by applying the above procedure to a movie trailer, are shown in Fig. 10, where
each shot in a given cluster has been represented by its key-frame. In general shots belonging
to a given cluster do not necessarily share a common underlying semantic as intended by
humans. However if the clustering is considered as the first step of a more complex process,
such as, for example, the extraction of hierarchical summaries or Logical Story Units as
19
Fig. 9 Examples of possible browsing resolution levels and the associated rates.
proposed in [3], the effectiveness of the visual-codebook from the point of view of content
description becomes more evident.
5 Conclusion
This paper proposes an efficient method for scalable video coding with embedded low-level
descriptors. The main contribution concerns the ability of encasulating in the compressed
bitstream also some low-level descriptors allowing for a new scalability dimension. It has
been shown that this embedding can be performed with relatively small RD performance
loss, and how this low-level descriptors could be used in content based browsing and clus-
tering applications. Although the presented results are in some way limited, they adequately
20
Fig. 10 Shot clustering based on visual-codebook distances.
support the idea of jointly perform video coding and content analysis, producing a com-
pressed bitstream embedding also relevant information for content based description.
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